Great Implications: A Post-Pandemic World.

*Epistemai*, a student-run journal at the University of Minnesota is hosting its fourth annual conference. This conference will showcase philosophical work by undergraduates which answers the question; *how has the pandemic affected personal, communal, and societal experience?* We are searching for papers that explore ideas of alienation, marginalization, hope, and other social effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. These papers must belong to a philosophical tradition, be **5 to 7 pages long**, and have attached a separate abstract of about 1-2 paragraphs.

We are especially interested in existential readings of pandemic life, political-philosophical analyses of social reproduction or an exploration of social actions through a moral framework; all in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Please note** that we will only accept papers that fall within a particular philosophical tradition. Papers that fall slightly outside of philosophy and belong to related disciplines in the humanities (political science, sociology, etc.) will not be accepted.

**Information about dates and submission:**

1. *When is the submission deadline?* **March 31st**
2. *Where do I submit my work?* [Submit your work here!](#)
3. *What happens if my work is accepted?* You will be requested to speak on **April 15th** (The exact time is TBD but will be after 6:00pm CST.)